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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today the American high schools are being called upon, as never
before, for a greater efficiency and for a superior product. The grow
ing enrollments, the rising cost of education, and the mounting criti
cisms that always occur following a war, are causing the public schools
to take stock of themselves. These schools are expected to be the source
of that type of citizenry which is capable of coping with the problems
of our rapidly changing society.

Therefore our schools must know where

they are going, must possess the means of getting there and also must
possess the instruments that can determine when they have arrived. All
of these phases of education must be accomplished by our schools with ef
ficiency and dispatch.
Basic to developing this superior citizenry for our rapidly chang
ing society is an acceptable usage of Englishj for the ability to write
effectively, the ability to speak correctly, to spell correctly, and to
read with rapidity and understanding serve as one group of criteria for
determining the success of a school1 s work. With rising enrollments and
a decreasing supply of teachers, our schools are compelled to seek means
of performing their functions more efficiently within the framework of
these limitations.

Therefore all devices, techniques and instruments that

will enable the school to meet this challenge of society for better pre
pared students while still facing the handicaps of large classes and limit
ed teaching staffs, must be increasingly used. To this end the Dunbar
High School of Ferris, Texas, has been studying its program, its instruc
tional methods, and the progress of its students and graduates.

2

This study is made to test the efficacy of the regular teaching
procedures in English and to provide a basis for remedial instruction.
If it is shown through the tests used that regular classroom teaching
fails to eliminate errors in the mechanics of English, then this will be
valid evidence that there is a need either for improving methods of in
struction or a need for setting up remedial programs in the subject.
This study particularly attempts to reveal specific weaknesses in the me
chanics of English of the students in the Dunbar High School, Ferris,
Texas, and incidentally to supply information of the level of achieve
ment in this area as compared with the schools of the nation,
Dunbar High School like many other high schools is sensitive to
the criticism of the weaknesses of American high school pupils in the
fundamental areas of learning such as mathematics and English.

One of

its projects for the session of 19U7-19ii8 was a study of the effective
ness of the instruction in English, since it is felt here that English is
basic to all other school progress and is a frequent measure of the suc
cess of its products in society. Among other things, this project sought
not only to discover the degree of mastery of the mechanics of written
expression attained by the entering ninth grade and the status of the
other classes of the high school with respect to these basic English
skills, but this study has also led to a careful diagnosis of pupil's dif
ficulties in English. Therefore the study here reported is an outgrowth
of the over-all self survey carried on at the Dunbar High School.

The Problem
The purpose of this study — An Error Analysis of the Result of

3
An Achievement Test Given at the Dunbar High School — is to determine
I

(1) the number of errors in written expression revealed by a standardized
achievement test in English, with special reference to classes, sex, in
telligence and national norms; (2) the kinds of errors that are common to
the school, to each class and to sex; and (3) the persistence of errors
and the similarities of these errors to the errors found in other phases
of communication.

*

Delimitations of the Study
The first step in a survey of an English program or in an actual
diagnosis of pupil's difficulties in English is a careful consideration
of the objectives in the teaching of English which have been summarized
by Dr. Dora V. Smith in the following three major categories: "(1) the
development of certain powers of expression; (2) the mastery of certain
skills of expression; and (3) the establishment of desirable attitudes,
appreciations, and habits of work."-1-

Dr. Smith further says:

In each of these, therefore, the teacher's problem is to
discover (1) to what extent the objective is being realized, (2)
what are the elements of strength and weakness in the work of the
individual pupil, (3) what are the causes of failure in each case
and (U) what remedial measures should be applied.2
Because of the wide range in the objectives for the teaching of
English this study has been confined to the second objective mentioned
above; namely, the mastery of certain skills in the mechanics of expres"^Smith, Dora V.
2Ibid.

Diagnosis of Difficulties in English,

p. 2i|2.

u
sion. Under this objective the following items are pertinent:
1. An adequate sentence sense;
2. The ability to write well-unified and coherent sentences;
3. Adequate skill in the development of ideas in well-rounded
paragraphs;
lu Mastery of the commonly accepted forms of correct grammatical
usage;
5. Mastery of the commonly accepted requirements of capitaliza
tion, punctuation, and manuscript form; .
6. Ability in and sense of the correct spelling in common use.
This study, however, has considered only the following principles:
(1) an adequate sentence sense; (2) a mastery of the commonly accepted
forms of correct grammatical usage; (3) the mastery of the commonly ac
cepted requirements of capitalization, punctuation and manuscript form
respectively.
Further limitation of this study is that it is confined to the
pupils enrolled in 19U7-19H8 in the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
grades of the Dunbar High School.
Since improvement in the mechanics of English expression at Dun
bar High School was achieved this year very largely through class rather
than individual instruction, only those errors on the test were selected
for study and remediation which were common to fifty per cent or more of
the class involved.

Method of Stucy
The method of this study is based upon the philosophy implied by
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Ionian in the following statement:
The testing movement in education has brought about im
portant changes in school procedure, making available objective
data for use in measuring quantitatively the attainment of a
given school, grade or pupils; through test also are secured data
for diagnosing the specific needs of particular groups or indi
viduals; and a technique of testing has developed which has im
proved classroom work,-*There are four methods of getting at pupil's difficulties in the
mechanics of expression which have been commonly used by teachers:

(1)

compilation of the pupils' errors in oral English heard in the classroom
or on the playground; (2) analysis of pupils' errors in composition;
(3) the personal interview for conference concerning the cause of errors
in composition; and (li) the use of survey and diagnostic test. This last
method is the one used in this study.
The method used was the test and retest technique, and the examina
tion of errors by item analysis. All classes in the high school were
tested at the beginning of the first semester in 19U7-19U8 and were retested at the close of the second semester of the same year. The same
test was used for the retest. For better diagnostic purposes an intel
ligence test was given to all students involved in this study.
The achievement test used in this study was the Barrett-RyanSchrammel English Test for Grades 9 to 12 and college, which is published
by the World Book Company in New York.

This test covers achievement in

the following areas:
Kirt I — Sentence Structure and Diction
Bart II — Grammatical Forms
^Iyman, R. L. Summary of Investigations Relating to Grammar, Lan
guage, and Compositions, p. 111.
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Part III — Punctuation
Validity of the test* — The usual techniques of establishing the
validity of a test were used. Our teachers of English agreed that the
skills covered in the test were fundamental. The types of items in the
test were checked by the teachers against the materials in the textbooks
which the teachers had been using and were reported to be the same as they
had been emphasizing in their class instruction. On the basis of these
criteria studied and facts reported in the manual relative to the validity
of the test, this instrument was accepted as valid for our purpose.
For the purpose of measuring the intelligence of the pupils test
ed, the New California Short Form Test of Mental Maturity, Advanced
'U7S-Form for Grades 9 to 12 and Adult, published by California Test Bu
reau, Los Angeles, California, was used.
The same test, designated throughout the study as the retest, was
administered during the second semester for the purpose of determining
the amount of progress made through instruction since the first test was
given.
Basic assumptions. — The principal assumptions upon which this
study is based are the following:
1. That standardized achievement tests in English will reveal
some of the knowledge and skills that a pupil possesses.
2. That a year's study in high school English will deal with
some of these knowledges and skills.
3. That an effective diagnostic program must include a knowl
edge of the pupil's intelligence,
lu That reading ability will affect the scores on an achieve-

ment test.
5#

That ability to distinguish between right and wrong lan
guage forms on a standardized test and to make proper cor
rections indicate that the pupil to some extent uses lan
guage forms correctly in his own speech and writing.

6. That the analysis of errors in a single test or the analysis
of the errors in a single theme will show some evidence of
the kind of information possessed and the kind of remedial
work needed by the pupils#
7#

Improvement in the mechanics of English will improve read
ing#

8# A knowledge of the mechanics of written language is in
valuable to every one#

The business man and woman, the

skilled and the unskilled worker, the professional man and
woman, the pupil in the elementary and the secondary schools,
and the student in colleges and universities, all require a
knowledge of the mechanics of punctuation, capitalization,
sentence structure, and correct usage#

In the light of the

need of such knowledge, this study is undertaken#
Surrey of related studies# — The use of standardized achievement
test in diagnosing pupils' difficulties probably reached its highest
point between 1925 and 1935#

This was probably due to the wide accept

ance during those years of the scientific movement in education.

The

popularity of these tests as instruments for gauging the progress of the
pupil in English no doubt declined with the increase in the popularity
of the Progressive Education Movement with its pragmatic philosophy of
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education. This was the age of functionalism. Today we are again turn
ing to the use of the test as instruments of measurement in education.
For they are better instruments as a result of the battle of the pro
ponents of the Scientific Movement with the proponents of the Progressive
Education Movement. Evidences of this struggle are shown by the fact
that around the early thirties the literature was filled with the use of
test in measuring progress in English, but from 193U to 19^0 very few
investigations were carried on in this field as one studies the periodi
cals and researches during this period. Since 19U0 there seems to be a
slight revival in the application of standardized tests as instruments
in the field of education.
George N. Cade1 in 1926 made a study of errors in English not
recognized by entering Freshmen in Arkansas, administering to fair hun
dred and seventy-eight students the Conkling and Pressey Diagnostic Tests
in EngLish Composition — Grammar and Sentence Structure. The tests were
designed to determine whether the students recognized certain definite
errors. Cade recommended five grammatical forms as needing the greatest
attention: (1) proper case forms for pronouns, (2) agreement of pro
nouns with their antecedents in number,(3) the difference between ad
jectives and adverbs containing the same roots, (U) illiterate and vulgar
verb forms, and (5) agreement of the verb with its subject in number.
Also in 1926 W. S. Guiler , attempting to show the value of diag
nostic tests in discovering learning difficulties which students encoun-

p. 15.

\jade, George N. "A Study of the English of University Freshmen."
2

Guiler, W. S. "Diagnosing Students' Shortcomings in English Com
position." pp. 112-19.

9
ter in the mechanics of English Composition gave a series of diagnostic
tests to thirty-nine college students who were failing in English composi
tion. The study disclosed the fact each field — punctuation, capitaliza
tion, verb, and pronoun — is a composite of many usages. For example,
capitalization and punctuation each involve a score or more of particular
ized abilities.
Ashbaugh1 estimated the ability of high school pupils to recognize
the correct forms when they are paralleled with the incorrect forms, test
ing 310 high school seniors by means of the Tressler English Minimum Es
sentials Test.

He found the greatest number of errors in grammar to be

due to (1) failure to consider the number of the verb and the subject,
(2) confusion of tense of verbs, and (3) difficulty with inflected pro
nouns.
In a thorough-going study of the use of the test in diagnosis,
Willing2 compared the result of 16 formal tests with those of 8 composi
tions from each pupil in grades 8 and 9 of the Lincoln School of Teachers
College. Significant findings are (1) comprehensive test in proofread
ing and in recognition of errors are reasonably good instruments for pre
dicting the average number of formal errors that pupils will make in
twelve hundred words of compositions (2) there is little choice between
the different types of tests of this kind for prediction.
0*Rourke3, in his recent nation-wide survey, listed the types of

^"Ashbaugh, E. Jo "Senior High School English as Revealed by a
Standard Test." pp. 3U9-5>8.
^Willing, M. H.

"Valid Diagnosis in High School Composition."

p. 33.
^O'Rourke, L. J. Rebuilding the English Usage Curriculum to In
sure Greater Mastery of Essentials, p.' 38.
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errors in the order of difficulty for grades seven to twelve. Errors in
volving sentence structure ranked first in difficulty in every grade3
items including careless omission and repitition came second; failure to
express clear meaning, third; errors at the foot of the list in difficulty
were case uses of pronouns and the use of verbs,
Kravig1, in his study of errors in mechanics and usage in the
English of Junior high school pupils used a battery of five standardized
tests during 1939-19^0, The result indicated a marked constance in the
same types of errors from grade to grade. The result also indicated fail
ure to recognize verb forms thus bearing out the findings of many earlier
2
3
investigators as sighted by Iyman and Smith,
Prindle^, in his study attempted to compare knowledge of the Eng
lish language of college Freshmen with that of college seniors. The
first experiment involved 1,399 freshmen who were examined with an Eng
lish Placement Test in 1936 and 353 seniors who were examined with the
same test in the spring of 19U0, The second study grew out of the first
and involved the 170 students who took the examination on both occasions
and whose records were compared individually after an interval of I4I4 months.
The test used was the Oregon State College English Placement Test, This
test is made up of four parts — Spelling, grammar, and usage, recogni
tion of Sentence elements (parts of speech) punctuation. A comparison
^Kravig, Valborg A, "An Analysis of Errors in Mechanics and
Usage in English of Junior High School Pupils," p, 26,
2Lyman,

R. L,, op, cit,, p, 2i±9«

3
Smith, D. V,, op, cit,, p, 253*
kprindle, Audry. "Two Test-Retest Experiences on Knowledge of
the English Language," pp, 681-87*

u
of the scores of 1,3!?9 freshmen of 1936 and 353 seniors in 191*0 shows the
seniors as a whole were superior to the freshmen as a whole, but the mean
scores (in terms of numbers of errors made) of both groups were far from
satisfactory when one considers the elementary nature of the material of
this test.

The scares of the freshmen and the seniors were least satis

factory in spelling and in recognition of sentence elements.
F. M. Lumsden^" in her investigation of achievement and growth in
certain English skills of students during the first half of their attend
ance in a Washington, D. C., senior high school used the Iowa Basic Eng
lish Skills Test, Advanced Form M.

She discovered that the pupils were

below the national norms in punctuation, capitalization and spelling, and
at the national norms in usage.

At the end of the retest it was noted

that the items which ranked high in the percentage of error at the beginrning ranked high also at the end of the testing period.

It was also found

that the offenders repeating errors on both tests were found to be wide
ly scattered among all intelligence levels.

\,umsden, F. M.
pp. 9-li*.

"Grcwth and Achievement in Basic English Skills."
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CHAPTER II
QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF THE TOTAL SCORES
RESULTING FROM THE TESTING PROGRAM
The mechanics of written expression, though a limited part of the
teaching of English, rank high in objectivity as a basis of criticism
of the effectiveness of the school's program in English.

Therefore, the

principal as well as the teachers of English is much concerned as to howwell her students punctuate their written work, how well they spell, how
skillful are they in the use of grammatical forms and how precise in
their diction. To raise the level of achievement in these areas, both
the principal and the teachers must have the stimulus that comes from
objective knowledge of the status of the school in achievement in Eng
lish.

No more convincing means can be found for achieving this aim than

by providing for the school, results of standardized achievement tests
administered to its pupils and then comparing the achievement of these
pupils with that of other pupils of similar schools in the system or in
the nation. It is also stimulating to compare classes of previous years
with the accomplishment of the present class or classes. For this reason
again a knowledge of such facts is basic to any program designed to im
prove instruction. The quantitative results of the test given at Dunbar
High School attempt to serve the purposes mentioned above and will be de
scribed in the following pages of this chapter.
As the starting point of the Dunbar High School project for better
EngLish instruction and usage, the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test,
Form AM was given in September and the same form of the test repeated
at the close of the second semester. The instructors in English were

given copies of the results of the first test and advised to stress in
their regular, classes the needed improvement revealed. They were not
told, however, that a retest was to follow. This retest was to be the
basis for determining whether a special remedial program would be neces
sary for the next session. Teachers should have objective evidence to
aid in persuading them to undertake new or additional projects. This
achievement test in English was given to the four upper classes of the
high school — grades 9, 10, 11 and 12.
The scores for the first test made by the entire school ranged
from a high of 136 made by a tenth grade student to the lowest score of
60 made by a ninth grade pupil.

Of the five highest scores — 136, 123,

119, ll£, llU — out of a possible l£0 points, two were made by twelfth
grade pupils, two by tenth grade pupils and one by an eleventh grade
pupil.

Of the five lowest scores — 60, 62, 66, 68, 70 — four were made

by ninth grade pupils and one by a tenth grade pupil. Although the
greatest amount of knowledge of the mechanics of English is not the mo
nopoly of any grade, yet the ninth grade, as shown by the five lowest
scores, is logically placed. The highest score on the retest was lU5
out of the possible l£0 points and the lowest score on the retest was 67.
The student who made the highest score, 1h$f on the retest showed an im
provement of 26 points on the retest, having made a score of 119 on the
original. The student who made 60 on the original test made an improve
ment of UO points on the retest. The lowest score on the retest was 7
points higher than the lowest score on the original.

Table I on the fol

lowing page presents the distribution of scores by the entire school on
both test and retest.

lit
TABLE I. THE DISTRIBUTION CF TOTAL SCORES MADE ON THE BARRETT-RIANSCHRAMMEL ENGLISH TEST AND RETEST BY THE DUNBAR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
Frequency of
original test

Frequency of
retest

lii3-lU7
138-1U2
133-137
128-132
123-127

0
0
1
0
1

1
h
8
k
0

118-122
113-117
108-112
103-107
98-102

1
2
k
5
10

1
7
h
b
10

91
92
87
82
77

6
5
5
16
8

2
5
8
6
6

68- 72
63- 67
58- 62

6
3
2

3
1
0

75

75

Score
interval

9388837873-

Total

This table clearly indicates the improvement in the acquisition of
knowledge between the two tests as a result of emphasis on errors revealed
on the original test. A closer diagnosis of these results reveals that
there was slight, if any, improvement by many individuals and actual loss
es in some cases.

This will be dealt with later in the chapter.

Figure 1 (page 15) graphically represents the general change in
content of knowledge of all pupils by a definite effort to improve the
amount of knowledge possessed or to eradicate errors made on a standard
ized achievement test, relative to the mechanics of written expression.

15
Number of pupils
16

Fig. 1. Distribution of Test and Retest Scores for the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel
English Test Administered to the Dunbar High School Pupils in 19ii7-19li8
(Data from Table I)
Legend:
Black — Original test
Red — Retest
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The diagram on page 15 reveals the total scores made by all the students
on the test and retest. It is also interesting to note hew common in
struction on certain facts tends to smooth out the second curve. The
curves also suggest the possibilities of individualized instruction.
In studying the results of the tests and retest (see Table II) by
classes, there is noted a decrease in the number of errors made (or an
increase in knowledge) as one moves from the ninth through the twelfth
grade, yet there is much over-lapping. The eleventh grade is an exception
in that the scores show that they made more errors (or possessed less
knowledge) than the tenth grade pupils. This is also revealed in a study
of the medians of the various classes. Table II reveals a complete dis
tribution of scores by classes and gives the school median for each class
as well as the national norms for similar classes.

(For Table II, see

page 17.)
Further study of Table II reveals that the ninth grade median
for the original test was 76.3, falling below the national norm by 11.7
points.

On the retest the ninth grade median rose to 98.5, thus exceed

ing, under direct instruction, the national median by 10.5 points and
bettering its original score by 22.5 points. The twelfth grade showed
similar improvement on test and retest by making a median score of 103 on
original test and a scare of 136.5 on the retest, subsequently making a
gain of 33 points.

The twelfth grade median on the original test was

only three points below the national norm, but far exceeded the national
norm on the retest. The tenth grade exceeded the national norm on the
original test making a median scare of 100 as against a national median
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of 96,

However, in the retest the tenth grade showed no improvement in

its median score although it still exceeded the national norm. This may
be explained by the considerable spread of the pupils in achievement in
this class, many making marked improvement and others showing no improve
ment whatsoever.

These are cases for individual diagnosis.

The eleventh

grade median on the original test was twenty points below the national
norm and on the retest was still eleven points below this norm.

The im

provement in median score points, between the two tests, was only 9 points.
Both the instructional procedures and individual student problems seem
to need closer scrutiny.

Here there seems to be very little spread in

achievement, which indicates a probable lack of fundamental knowledge by
the entire class.

These results are in conformity with the investigation

of Prindle"'" who found that in the mechanics of English an advanced class
was likely to exhibit less knowledge than one below it.

However, if these

elementary principles are supposed to be emphasized in all the classes
there should be positive growth from class to class.

Grade Medians on Separate Parts of Tests
Tables III, IV, V, and VI on pages 19 and 20 show the medians for
each grade on the several parts of the test and retest. These measures
of central tendency do give an idea of the general level of each class
on the various areas of English under study, but what they imply is also
worthy of consideration. The only significant progress on Part I — Sen
tence Structure and Diction — was made by the twelfth grade. The dif^"Prindie, op. cit., pp. 681-87.
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ference between the medians on the tests and retest for the ninth, tenth,
and eleventh grades is not significant. But a careful analysis of Table
II and a consideration of the meaning of median will reveal that progress
was made in the retest by one half of these three classes. It is for the
students in the lower half in which so little progress was made that it
becomes necessary to devise special means of reaching them. Some of the
pupils in the tenth and eleventh grades scores as high as any pupils in
the twelfth grade.

TABLE III. MEDIAN SCORES BY CUSSES ON PART I — SENTENCE STRUCTURE
AND DICTION
Grades

Test

Retest

Gain

12

19.9

29.5

10

11

19

22

3

10

19

22.5

3.5

15.5

16.5

.5

9

TABUS IV.

MEDIAN SCORES BY CUSSES ON PART II — GRAMMATICAL FORMS

Grades

Test

12

U8.5

59

10.5

11

38

1+2

1+

10

1+7.5

1+2.5

32

1+1.5

9

Retest

Gain

-5#
9.5

*Loss

On Part II, Grammatical Forms (Table IV, page 19), the ninth and
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twelfth grades made significant progress, but the other two classes did
not when one considers their median scores on these parts.

Here again

the spread in these grades — 10 and 11 — should be studied and a care
ful diagnosis made of the results of the retest before ar$r decision is
made as to the next step to remedy this apparent weakness in these grades.

TABLE V.

MEDIAN SCORES BY CLASSES ON PART III — PUNCTUATION

Grades

Test

12

33

U6

13

11

28

30

2

10

33

33.5

9

26

37

Retest

Gain

.5
ll

TABLE VI. GAIN IN TOTAL MEDIAN SCORES ON RETEST OVER TOTAL MEDIAN SCORES
ON ORIGINAL TEST
Grades

Total Median scores
on original test

Total median scores
on retest

Gain

12

103

136.5

33.5

11

83

92

9

10

100

99

-1*

9

77

98

21

#Loss
Part III — Punctuation reveals the same story. Although the
medians of the ninth and twelfth grades represent progress in mastery of
the principles of punctuation, yet one half of each of the other cil&sses
achieved comparably with grade 12 and better than grade 9. Therefore the
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lower halves of grades 10 and 11 mast have their tests thoroughly diag
nosed for weaknesses and be given the instruction suitable to their needs •
This seems to be the better approach than to assume because the median
scores show no progress that the entire class must be taught the desired
knowledges and skills again. These medians are simply indicative of
where to start in looking for trouble when teachers are overburdened with
large classes and1 many assignments.

Mechanics of Expression and Intelligence
A study of the problems that the tenth and eleventh grades reveal
ed in the foregoing tables always raises the question of the influence of
intelligence on the mastery of the mechanics of English. To answer this
question, along with the achievement test the California Short Form
Mental Maturity test was given from which indexes of brightness were cal
culated. The students were ranked then according to their scores on
their achievement test and those ranks matched by the students' I. Q.
ranking.
A study of the data on Table VII, page 23, shows that the student
ranking first on the test of achievement ranked eleventh in intelligence.
The student ranking first in intelligence ranked second in achievement —
but this would be expected. However, the students in the twelfth grade
ranking sixth, seventh and eighth in achievement ranked second, fourth
and third, respectively, in intelligence.

In Table VIII, page 23, an

eleventh grade student ranking second in intelligence ranked seventeenth
on the achievement test. The student ranking first in this grade in
achievement ranked seventh in intelligence. Table IX, page 2U,

reveals
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that the student ranking first in achievement ranked fourth in intelli
gence.

The student in the tenth grade ranking fifth in intelligence

ranked seventeenth on the achievement test. Table X, page 2f>, which
gives the data for the ninth grade, shows similar results. The student
ranking highest in intelligence ranked sixteenth in achievement. Stu
dents ranking tenth and eleventh in achievement ranked fourth and third,
respectively, in intelligence.

Therefore, there is no scientific reason

to blame the poor achievement in these tests to lack of intelligence
alone. Errors in the mechanics of English will be found at all levels of
intelligence.

It will be observed from these tables that there is lit

tle relationship between intelligence and achievement in the mechanics of
English. This agrees with the findings of Florence Lumsden^ in her
study of the pupils of a Washington, D. C., senior high school.

However,

it might be noted that throughout these tests usually the students rank
ing highest on the original tests show greatest improvement on retest.
This may be a problem of motivation.
for diagnosis.

1
Lumsden, op, cit., pp. 9-lii

To be sure, it is also a problem
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TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF RANK OF TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN ENGLISH WITH THEIR PERCENTILE RANKS IN
INTELLIGENCE
Student number

Scores
on test

123
119
110
108
106

1
2
3

6
1
11
8
9

101*
102
99
98

9k

6
7
8
9
10

12
10

93
87

11
12

9
3
7

k

2

k

9

Percentile rank
on I. Q.'s

11
1
6
6
9
2

k

3
8
9

10
7

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF RANK OF ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE
ACHIEVEMENT TEST IN ENGLISH WITH THEIR PERCENTILE RANKS IN
INTELLIGENCE
Student number

Scores

21
26
27
Ik
32
19
29
30
33
18
2U
22
23
28
31

lilt
100
100
98

29
17
16
19
20
13

Rank
on test

1
2.9
2.9

Percentile rank
on I. Q.'s

93
89
89
89
82
82
81
81
80
80

9
6
8
8
8
10.5
10.5
12.5
12.5
llu5
11+.9

7
3
5
1
li
7
10
6
13
19
19
16
11
8
12

78
77
76
73
73
68

16
17
18
19.5
19.5
21

Hi
2
9
19
7
7

9k

k

2h
TABLE IX. COMPARISON OF RANK CF TENTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE ACHIEVEMENT
TEST IN ENGLISH WITH THEIR PERCENTILE RANKS IN INTELLIGENCE
Student number

Scores

Rank
on test

i|6
U5
53
Uit

1
2
3

k3

136
115
110
109
107

U8
Ii7
37
39
52

107
105
102
102
100

5.5

7
8.5
8.5
10.5

3
ia
2
2
3

38

100
96
93
92
8U

io.5
12
13
Hi
15

13
11
9
8
10

80
79
79
77
62

16
17.5
17.5
19
20

9

h9

51
3k
h2
ho
hi

50
35
36

k

5.5

Percentile rank
on I . Q^s

a
3
1
a
6

5

12
7
12

25
I

TABLE X. COMPARISON OF RANK OF NINTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE ACHIEVEMENT
TEST IN ENGLISH WITH THEIR PERCENTILE RANKS IN INTELLIGENCE
Student number

Scores

6k
62
71
70
65

88
85
83
83
82

1
2
3.5
3.5
h

5
2
6
8
12

58
59
72
60
68

80
79
79
78
78

5
6.5
6.5
8.5
8.5

7
18
11
16
19

66
55
57
61
56

77
75
73
70
68

9
10
11
12
Ui.5

13
k
3
9
3

69
73
75
5H
63

68
68
68
66
66

Hi .5
1U .5
Hi.5

15
10
17

16

11

7U
67

66
60

16
17

12
1U

Rank
on test

16

Percentile rank
on I . Q . ' s

1

Mechanics of English and Sex
The question as to whether girls do better than boys was raised in
this test and whether boys need different motivation and methodology of
instruction. The tables which follow show that although more girls made
higher scores than boys, there are more girls in each class to make them.
Therefore, any class with twice as many girls as boys will develop the
atmosphere or impression that girls get English better than boys.

How

ever, closer study of Tables XI, XII, XIII, and XIV on pages 27 to 30
does not bear this out.
The median scores on these tables reveal that there is little
difference in the achievement of boys and girls in English on these tests.
The median score on the original test for ninth grade boys is 70 and for
girls 78, while on the retest the median score for boys was 98 and girls
99.

These are not significant differences.

In the tenth grade class

the median score for boys was 100 and for girls 102.

However, on the re-

test the boys did much more poorly, making a median score of 80 as com
pared to the girls' 116.

The eleventh grade boys showed a median on the

original test of 82 and the girls median of 81.5>J on the retest the boys'
median is 92 and the girls' 90.

In the twelfth grade in which the number

of boys is exceedingly small the median was 9h as against 10U for girls,
and on the retest for boys the median score was 137 and for girls 130.
These figures indicate that there are no significant differences between
boys and girls as far as achievement and learning are concerned in the
mechanics of English. This confirms also a statement on the learning
process by Ward G. Reeder"*" in his Introduction to Education in which he
•hleeder, W. G.

Introduction to Education,

p. 216.

makes a comparison of the learning abilities of boys and girls.

TABLE XI.
RETEST

DISTRIBUTION CF SCCRES OF TWELFTH GRADE BY SEX ON TEST AND

Student number

9
3
7
k
2

Original Test
Girls
Boys

123

6
1
11
8
5

9k

12
10

87

Median

9k

. 119
110
108
106
101*
102
99
98
93
101*

Re test
Boys

11*2

133
137
137

Girls

11*5
115
131*
137
117
116
138
116
130
130
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TABIE XII. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF EIEVENTH GRADE; BY SEX ON TEST
AND RETEST
Student number

21
27
26
111
32
15
33
30
25
2li
18
23
22
31
28
29
17
16
20
19

Original Test
Girls
Boys

98
93
89
82

80
80

76

Retest

138

9k
89
89

82
81
81

•78
77
73
73

13U
89
83

78
98

92

68

13
Median

liii
100
100

Boys

82

92

Girls

115
100
106
103
92
100

90
90
7U

71
82
95
83
83

81,5

90
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TABLE XIII.
RETEST

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF TENTH GRADE BY SEX ON TEST AND

Student number

I16

U5
53

Original Test
Boys
Girls

115

hh

U8
h3
k7

39
37
52
38
k9

51
3U

105
100
100
96

50
35
36
Median

110
109
10U
107
102
102

137

8U
118

93
92

80
79

Girls

HiO
132
68
128
116
13U
130

lili

71
75

80
75
79

77
62

100

Retest

73
80
8k

h2

hO
hi

136

Boys

102

131
8U

70
80

116

'• {
30
TABIE XIV. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF NINTH GRADE BY SEX ON TEST AND
RETEST
Student number
61*
62
71
70
65

Original Test
Boys
Girls
88
83

69
56
75
51*
7U
63
67
Median

83
82

108
98

80
79
79
78
78

58
55
72
60
68
66
55
57
61
73

85

Boys

77
70

68

75
73
68
68
68
66
66

66
60
70

Retest

Girls
103
102
82
98
77
86
105
76

101
82

111
110
99

81

101
86
108
81*

93
100
78

98

99
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Summary
The important principles derived from the data presented in this
chapter may be summarized as follows:
1. That in the mechanics of written expression the Dunbar High
School was below the norm of the nation in all but one class.
2. That the eleventh grade English class of Dunbar High School
was the one in greatest need of study and aid.
3. That the ninth grade on entering, was considerably below the
norm of the nation; therefore, it needed immediate diagnosis.
U* That there was quite a spread of scores in grade 10, which
suggests individual diagnosis and r emediation.
5. There is little positive correlation between intelligence
and the scores made on an achievement test in the mechanics of English.
This may indicate that memory habit and motivation are factors to be
seriously considered in any plan for improvement.
6. That the grade of a student is no indication of the amount
of writing skills the student will reveal in tests. However, classes as
groups seem to increase in knowledge of English as the four years pass.
7. That sex differences do not mean differences in achievement
in English or in other words there is not need to group students by sex
in order to improve English instruction.
8. That a total school distribution of scores reveals very lit
tle of value for a study of achievement in the mechanics of English.
9®

That class distributions furnish better guides for studying

the English needs of a school.
10. That the spread of scores and the failure to improve under
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normal purposeful class instruction indicate a need for individual diag
nosis and treatment.
11. That purposeful well planned group instruction will produce
an increase in the knowledge of the principles involved in the mechanics
of written expression.
12. That an individual analysis of each pupil's test result is
necessary for any final answer to the problem of improving English in
struction.
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CHAPTER III
A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF THE RESULTS OF THE
TESTING PROGRAM
The data in Chapter I reveal that for full use of the test results
in the improving of the mechanics of English, there must be an item anal
ysis of errors made for each person participating. This item analysis will
indicate the actual material that will be needed in the individual in
struction, the material that needs greater emphasis in group instruction,
and will give a preview of errors that plague each pupil as well as those
most difficult to eradicate.

It is only through an error analysis of

test results, or error analysis in written composition, or error analy
sis in oral composition that the teacher of English can set up her aims,
her methodology and means of evaulation. What students need a more ade
quate sentence sense, a mastery of the commonly accepted forms of capi
talization, punctuation and correct grammatical usage can only be dis
closed by some type of diagnosis of the result of their efforts in and out
of the classroom.

For the foregoing purposes this chapter attempts to

disclose the types of errors made by the Dunbar High School student in a
testing program using the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test. Since any
improvement during the year 19U7-19U8 must be done through class or group
instruction with only limited attention given to the individual, the data
here presented are concerned with those errors made by 50 per cent or
more of the class.

This number failing on any specific aspect would

warrant the teacher's giving a larger share of the class time to the elimination of this disability.

In another year, there will be adequate

precedence from this test to justify more individualized work.

Errors in Sentence Structure and Diction
Errors made by 50 per cent or more students are revealed in Ta
bles XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII that follow.

In these tables, as in all

the following ones, several specific errors may occur which are covered
by one general principle.

These specific errors are tabulated because:

(1) these tables are to be used for building a remedial program, and (2)
they reveal the range of sampling of the test. It will be interesting
to observe if the four classes of the high school made any of the s ame
errors, as well as how much improvement was made on retest.

TABLE XV. ERRORS MADE IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND DICTION BY FIFTY PER
CENT OR MORE OF THE TWELFTH GRADE
Number of
test item
9

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors*Test
Retest

Lack of parallel construction

11

0

16

Dangling modifier

10

0

5

Dangling modifier

8

0

ill

Use of word not in "good use"

8

0

19

Error in use of adverb

8

0

23

Wrong choice of verb

8

0

13

Failure to recognize the use of
"which" in introducing nonrestrictive clause

7

0

20

Wrong part of speech due to simi
larity of sound

7

0

22

Faulty expression

7

0

•^Number of students in the twelfth grade — 12.
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Twelfth grade, —

A

study of Table XV reveals that practically all

of the twelfth grade made errors in the use of parallel construction.
Five-sixths of them did. not recognize dangling modifiers, and three-fourths
of them made errors in the use of the verb and adverb.

On the retest few

er than half of this grade — 5 or less — made the same errors as those
committed on the first test.

There were only 12 students in the class;

11 of them failed in parallelism and 10 on dangling modifiers.

These

disabilities as well as the disabilities covered in the 6 remaining items
were removed by group teaching. Errors covering the same items which
were not removed by group instruction involved less than 50 per cent of
the class and were attached by individual instruction.

TABIE XVI. ERRORS MADE IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND DICTION BY FIFTY PER
CENT OR MORE OF THE ELEVENTH GRADE,
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors*
Test
Retest

11

Lack of parallel structure

15

12

16

Dangling modifier

H;

12

22

Faulty expression

13

12

iu

Use of word not in "good use"

12

0

19

Error in use of adverb

12

0

26

Wrong choice of verb

12

0

10

Confusion of a verb with a
preposition

11

0

Wrong choice of conjunction

11

0

27

^-Number of students in the eleventh grade — 21.

Eleventh grade. —

Table XVI shows that this grade in Sentence
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Structure and Diction had three-fourths of its students making errors in
parallel structure and about the same number of errors in dangling modi
fiers. Slightly better than one-half made errors in the use of verb and
adverb.

On the retest in these areas students in this grade made very

slight improvement.

The percentage of persons committing these errors on

the original test for the eleventh grade is smaller than that of the
twelfth.

However, on the retest the eleventh grade was excelled by the

twelfth grade in improvement. This difference in the response to reteaching may be caused by the fact that the eleventh grade contained al
most twice as many students as the twelfth grade. The number of items
failed by the twelfth grade was 9 and the eleventh grade 8; consequent
ly, the difference in the number of items had only slight effect on the
retest results.

TABLE XVII. ERRORS MADE IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND DICTION BY FIFTY
FER CENT OR MORE OF THE TENTH GRADE
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors*
Test
Retest

17

Lack of parallel structure

17

0

13

Failure to recognize the use of
"which" in introducing nonrestrictive clause

13

0

Error in use of adverb — failure
to recognize the use of "so"
in negative statements

13

0

Wrong choice of conjunction

11

0

Lack of parallel structure

10

0

1h

Use of word not in "good use"

10

0

16

Dangling modifier

10

0

19

27

h

*Number of students in the tenth grade — 20.
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Tenth grade* — Of the 20 students in the tenth grade 17 or approx
imately nine-tenths made errors in parallel structure; one-half failed to
recognize the dangling modifier; slightly more than one-half made errors
in adverbs.

However, unlike the 2 preceding classes the majority of this

class made no errors in verbs. This grade on the retest had improved on
all areas more than 50 per cent.

TABLE XVIII. ERRORS MADE IN SENTENCE STRUCTIRE AND DICTION BY FIFTY
PER CENT OR MORE OF THE NINTH GRADE
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors
Retest
Test

Use of word not in "good use"
Wrong choice of conjunctions
"Seemed like" for "seem as if"
Confusion of a verb with a preposi
tion due to similarity of sound
Error in use of adverb — failure
to recognize the use of "so" in
a negative statement

18
16
15

17
Hi
0

Hi

17

1k

11

22
26
29
3
7

Faulty expression
Wrong choice of verb
Lack of parallelism
Mistake in use of conjunction
Dangling modifier

lit
lit
lit
13
13

0
16
13
0
Hi

20

Wrong part of speech due to simi
larity of sound
Lack of parallelism
Dangling modifier
Failure to recognize the "so-as"
combination in a negative
comparison
Failure to recognize the use of
"which" in introducing nonrestrictive clause

13
12
12

0
12
12

12

12

11

0

11

0

Hi
27
17
10
19

6
16
28
13

15

Wrong choice of preposition

Ninth grade. — Table XVIII shows that more items were missed in
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this grade than in any other grade, even though the enrollment was about
the same as in grades 10 and 11.

Of the 16 items missed on the first test

10 of them were also missed on the retest. Eighteen out of 22 students
failed to recognize words not in good use, and 17 failed this same item
on the retest. Sixteen out of 22 made errors concerning conjunctions,
and lU of these 22 made similar errors on the retest. Fourteen confused
verbs with prepositions due to similarity of sound, and on the retest 17
failed on the original test and 16 on the retest. Fourteen out of 22
made errors in parallelism and made little improvement in the retest.
As to dangling modifiers about one-half failed on the original test and
more on the retest. Errors on these last 3 items have been common to all
of the classes.

But only in the eleventh and ninth grades has there been

no improvement. All together the ninth grade made errors on 16 items,
which is double the number accumulated by any of the other classes. It
also failed to do well in the retest on 10 of these 16 items. Of course,
this grade had more errors to overcome as well as being the largest group;
consequently, classroom instruction did not deal so effectively with its
disabilities under the circumstances.

Errors Made in Grammatical Forms
Table XIX, page! UO, presents errors in grammatical forms made by
50 per cent of the students in the twelfth grade. This section of the
test is divided into items dealing with both functional and factual as
pects of grammar.

Of the 19 items failed, 5 were functional errors

all of which dealt with verbs. These, however, on the retest were elim
inated. From the factual aspect of the test the twelfth grade made er-
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rors on 12 verb items, totaling 60 pupil-scores out of the total errorscore on the test of 106 points. This means that more than one half of
the errors were on verbs.

In this same grade there were errors on 9

pronoun items for a total of i+l pupil-errors out of 106 pupil-errors.
There was only 1 adjective-adverb error item missed which involved 6 pu
pil-scores. The use of verbs was a primary weakness on the original test.
On the retest 6 of the 9 verb items were failed. There were on the retest 39 pupil-errors on verbs out of a total of U5 pupil-errors •

It is

obvious that more work must be done on verbs by this English class. Ta
ble XIX presents each specific type of error; therefore, these will not
be further enumerated here.
Eleventh grade. — A study of Table XX shows that errors were
made by the eleventh grade on 6 items in the functional part of the
test. The table shows considerable improvement on the retest. From the
factual point of view there were lit verb items missed out of the total of
23 items failed. These ll* items produced errors totaling 191 pupilscores out of a possible 392 pupil-errors.

On the retest the majority

of the class made errors on only U verb items as against ill verb items
on the original test.

In the use of pronouns the table further shows

that only one functional item was missed by the majority of the class,
but there were 8 factual items missed on this same test, involving 96
pupil-errors out of 392 possible pupil-scores.

On the retest 9 of the

items on the factual part were again failed by more than 90 per cent of
the class. It is obvious that the reteaching of pronouns was not very
effective. There were 63 pupil-errors as against 96 pupil-errors made
on the original.

In the field of adjectives and adverbs, there was on-
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TABLE XIX. ERRORS MADE IN GRAMMATICAL FCRMS BY FIFTY FER CENT OR MORE
OF STUDENTS IN THE TWELFTH GRADE
Number of
test item

60
6
13
1U
32
59
70
20
U6
51
16
U5

6h
8
36
UO

h2
66
69

Description of errors

Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb —• disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — predicate
nominative in wrong case
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Use of verbs — change in tense
of main clause
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Case of pronoun — use of ob
jective for possessive
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of adjectives and adverb
Use of verb — change of tense in
main clause
Use of verb — change of tense in
main clause

Frequency of Error
Functional
Factual
Test Retest Test Retest

9

9

8

7

6

10

6

9

9

9

6

9

0

9

8

8

0

8

0

7

10

7

0

6

0

6

0

6
6

0
0

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

hi
TABLE XX. ERRORS MADE IN GRAMMATICAL FORMS BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE
OF STUDENTS IN THE ELEVENTH GRADE
Number of
test item

58
59
70
8
28
3U
36
ho
h2
57
h
20
hh
U5
10
18
U6
50
51
56
60

Description of errors
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verbs — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of verbs - disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronouns — object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of verbs - disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronouns — predicate
nominative in wrong case
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb understood in wrong
case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of adjective and adverbs
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case

Frequency of Error
Functional
factual
Test Retest Test Retest

18

15

lU

13

19

0

18

Hi

15

0

15

0

15

0

15

0

15
15

0
13

lit

15

lU

15

Hi

12

13

0

13

lli

13
13

12
0

13

0

13

11

0

13

0

0

U2
TABLE XX.
Number of
test item

68
2k

38
55
62
66
1U
30
U8
5U
69

(Continued)

Description of errors
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of adjectives and adverbs

Frequency of Error
Functional
Factual
Test Retest Test Retest

12

0

Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb — change of tense
in main clause
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb —— disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause

11

13

13

0

12

0

12

0

12

0

12

0

11

0

11

0

11

13

11

12

U3
TABLE XXI. ERRORS MADE IN GRAMMATICAL FORMS BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MCRE
OF STUDENTS IN THE TENTH GRADE
Number of
test item

20
U2
62
32
70
U8
5U
6U
69
16
36
65
13
Hi
2l|
1|0

hh
55
58
59
60
68

Description of errors

Frequency of Error
Functional
Factual
Test Retest Test Retest

Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Case of pronoun — predicate
nominative in wrong case
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause
Case of pronoun — use of ob
jective for possessive
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Use of verb —change of tense
in main clause
Use of verb ~ disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of verb —wrong past
participle
Case of pronoun •— object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb - disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject

12

11

10

0

10

10
13
0

13

0

13

11

12

10

12

13

12

0

11

16

11

0

10

0

10

0

10

10

10

11

10

0

10

0

10

0

0

11

10

16
Hi
13

0

0

hh
ly 1 item missed which involved 12 students; according to the retest this
weakness was removed.

But on the factual part of the test there were h

adjective-adverb items missed, involving 53 pupil-errors out of a possi
ble 352 pupil-errors.

On the retest these disabilities on the 5 items

were removed, according to Table XX, except in one case.
Tenth grade. — Table XXI shows that of the 5 functional items
missed 3 involved the use of verbs, 1 involved the use of adjectives and
adverbs, and 1 involved the use of the pronoun.

Only in the use of 1

verb item did the majority of the class fail on the retest.

Of the 17

factual items in the test that were failed 9 of them were verbs for the
tenth grade, involving 10ii pupil-errors out of a possible 196 pupil-er
rors.

Of these 9 verb items, on the retest U of them appeared as in

volving Ul pupil-errors. Six factual items of the 17 failed were pro
nouns involving 66 pupil-errors.

On the retest 3 of these items appear

ed again, involving UO pupil-errors as against 66 pupil-errors on the
original test. There were 2 adjective-adverb factual items missed in
volving 27 pupil-errors; 13 of these pupil-errors appeared again on the
retest. The adjective-adverb items were not so well mastered.
Ninth grade. — Table XXII shows that of the 18 functional items
missed, 11 involved the use of verbs, 5 involved the use of the pro
noun, and 2 involved the use of adjectives and adverbs.

On the retest

the majority of the class failed in only 2 verb-items and 1 adjectiveand-adverb-item.

Of the 25 factual items in the test that were failed

12 of them were verbs involving 182 pupil-errors out of a possible 373
pupil-errors.

Of these 12 items involving the use of the verb, 5 of them

reappeared on the retest involving 63 pupil-errors.

Eleven factual items
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TABLE XXII. ERRORS MADE IN GRAMMATICAL FORMS BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE
OF STUDENTS IN THE NINTH GRADE
Number of
test item
Description of errors

66
36
8
U8
25
hS

3
U
18
32
hO
hh
69
h6
2
20

50
57
61
67
11

Use of verb — change of tense
in main clause
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Case of pronoun
subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — subjunctive mood
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb understood in wrong case
Case of pronoun — predicate
nominative in wrong case
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of
verb
Use of
Use of
verb
Use of
Use of
verb

verb — disagreement of
and subject
adjectives and adverbs
verb — disagreement of
and subject
adjectives and adverb
verb — disagreement of
and subject

Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case

Frequency of Error
Functional
Factual
Test Retest Test Retest

18

0

18

0

17

0

17

21

0

20

0

19

17

19

18

17

0

17

0

17

17

17

0

17

17

16

12

15

0

15
15

0
0

9

15
15

13
0

15

0

Hi

0

U6
TABLE XXII. (Continued)
Number of
test item
37
51
59
62
70
6
10
ill
li9
58
65
17
5
27
39
U7
51i
60
68

3k
38
2U

Description of errors
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — wrong past
participle
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb — change in tense
of main clause
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Case of pronoun — predicate
nominative in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of adjectives and adverbs
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — change of tense
in main clause
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb understood in wrong case
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject

Frequency of Error
Functional
Factual
Test Retest Test Retest

lit

0

lit

0

lit

0

13

13

lit

12

0

12

0

12

0

Use of verb — wrong past
12
participle
Use of verb — disagreement of
12
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — subject of
verb in wrong case
Case of pronoun — object of
verb in wrong case
Use of verb — disagreement of verb
and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Use of verb — disagreement of
verb and subject
Case of pronoun — object of
preposition in wrong case

13

lit
Hi

0

13

0

13

15

13

11

13

11

12

0

12

12

12

11

11

0

11

0

10

15

0
0

U7
of the 25 failed were pronouns involving 162 pupil-errors.

On the retest,

6 of these items reappeared involving 93 pupil-errors. Two items were
missed in the use of adjectives and adverbs involving 29 pupil-errors,
but on the retest these disabilities were removed according to the table.
Of the U3 items missed in Grammatical Forms by this class, 25 errors were
made in the factual part and 18 errors made in the functional.

Most of

the errors were on the knowledge concerning the use of the verb.

Errors in Punctuation
Errors in punctuation made by fifty per cent or more students are
revealed in Tables XXIII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVI.

TABLE XXIII. ERRORS MADE IN PUNCTUATION BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
THE STUDENTS IN THE TWELFTH GRADE
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors*
Test
Retest

Use of the dash

10

0

25

Use of apostrophe —wrong posses
sive form of a noun ending in "s"

10

0

29

Use of the dash

9

0

10

Use of comma — comma blunder

8

0

9

Use of comma — comma blunder

7

0

Use of comma

7

0

2

Use of the hyphen

7

0

U5

Use of the hyphen

6

0

U7

Use of comma — failure to recog
nize the use of a comma to set
off a date

6

0

6

20

•K-Number of students in the twelfth grade — 12.

18

Twelfth grade« — Table XXIII presents errors in punctuation made
by $0 per cent or more of the students in the twelfth grade. Nine items
were missed on the test as follows:

2 items dealing with the use of the

dash; 1 on the use of the apostrophe; k dealing with the use of the com
ma; and 2 on the use of the hyphen. Eighty-three per cent of the class
made errors in the use of the dash and the apostrophe. Sixty—six per cent
made errors in the use of the comma and 58 per cent made errors in the
use of the hyphen.

The highest number of pupil-errors, however, were

made in the use of the comma, which involved 28 pupil-errors against the
possible 70. There were more items dealing with the comma than with the
dash and apostrophe.

The Table XXIII also shows that items missed on the

first test do not appear on the retest which indicates some improvement
in group instruction between the testing period for the twelfth grade.
Eleventh grade. —— Table XXIV shows that out of the 18 items
missed on the test, 7 of them were made in the use of the comma, 1+ in
the use of the semicolon, 1+ in the use of the apostrophe, 2 in the use of
the hyphen, and 1 in the use of the exclamation mark.

Very little im

provement was made on the retest, because the table also shows that on
the retest h items in the use of the comma, 2 items in the use of the
apostrophe, 1 item in the use of the exclamation mark, 1 item in the use
of the hyphen, and 1 item in the use of the semicolon reappeared.

The

highest number of pupil—errors was 96, made in the use of the comma,
against a possible 2l+7 on the original test; and on the retest the high
est number of pupil—errors was 1+8 made in the use of the comma against a
possible 100.

Although the retest shows there was a gain in knowledge

through instruction, a closer analysis of the table indicates that the

U9
principles in any category were not thoroughly understood since errors
were made in each of these categories on the retest.

TABLE XXIV. ERRORS MADE IN PUNCTUATION BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
STUDENTS IN THE ELEVENTH GRADE
Number of
test item

26
U8
38
25
UU
27
31
35
7
17

22
32
5

8
10
13
21
33

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors
Test
Retest

Use of comma — failure to recog
nize the use of comma, to set off
words in direct address
Use of semicolon — between clauses
of a compound sentence
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a singular pronoun
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a noun ending in "s*1
Misuse of hyphen
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive of a singular pronoun
Use of semicolon — failure to recog
nize use of semicolon between
clauses of a compound sentence
Use of exclamation mark
Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a plural noun ending
in "s"
Use of comma
Misuse of hyphen
Use of semicolon — failure to
separate coordimte parts of a
sentence when they have commas
within themselves
Use of comma — failure to set off
non-restrictive clause
Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of comma — failure to recognize
the use of a comma to set off a
parenthetical expression
Unnecessary use of semicolon

26
17

0

15

11

15
15

0
0

lk

15

lU
1U
13

0
11
n

13

0

13
12

0
13

11

0

11
11

0
11

11

12

11
11

0
12

TABLE XXV. ERRORS MADE IN PUNCTUATION BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
STUDENTS IN THE TENTH GRADE
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors*
Test
Retest

10

Use of comma — comma blunder

13

0

bk

Use of hyphen

13

13

20

Use of the comma

12

0 ,

Use of semicolon
failure to
separate coordirate parts of a
sentence when they have commas
within themselves

11

0

Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a plural noun ending
in "s"

11

0

Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a plural noun ending
in nSw

11

0

8

Use of comma — failure to set off
non-restrictive clause

10

0

38

Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a singular pronoun

10

0

5

17

25

^-Number of students in the tenth grade — 20.
Tenth grade. — Table XXV presents errors made by 50 per cent or
more of the students in the tenth grade in punctuation.
items missed on the original test.

There were 8

Three items dealing with the use of

the comma were missedj 3 in the use of the apostrophe, 1 in the use .of
the hyphen, and 1 in the use of the semicolon. The highest number of
errors was made in the use of the comma involving 35 pupil-errors against
a possible 91, and the use of the apostrophe involved 32 pupil-errors
against a possible 91»

On the retest the regular classroom instruction
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TABLE XXVI . ERRORS MADE IN PUNCTUATION BY FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
STUDENTS IN THE NINTH GRADE
Number of
test item

11
15
22
35
26

27
10
20
21
32
Ui
7
8

33
3h
39

5

6
9
12
25
29
30
Ul
5o

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors
Retest
Test

Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of period
Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of exclamation mark
Use of comma — failure to recog
nize the use of a comma to set
off words in direct address
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses, sive form of singular pronoun
Use of comma —- comma blunder
Use of comma — comma blunder
Use of comma — failure to recognize
the use of a comma to set off a
parenthetical expression
Misuse of hyphen
Misuse of hyphen
Use of comma —— comma blunder
Use of comma — failure to set off
non-restrictive clause
Use of semicolon
Use of quotation marks
Use of comma — failure to recognize
the use of a comma to set off a
parenthetical expression
Use of semicolon — failure to
separate coordinate parts of a
sentence when they have commas
within themselves
Use of dash
Use of comma - comma blunder
Use of comma - comma blunder
Use of apostrophe — wrong posses
sive form of a plural noun ending
in "sM
Use of dash
Use of colon
Use of comma — failure to recognize
the use of a comma to separate ex
pressions in a series
Use of comma — failure to place a com
ma after a salutation in friendly
letter

17
16
16
16

0
0
0
0

15

0

15
lli

0
0
0

lii
_i
Hi

0
0

1U
13

13
0

13
13
13

0
0
0

13

0

11
11
11
11

0
0
0
0

11
11
11

0
12
0

11

0

11

0
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seems to have been very helpful to the students in that only 1 item re
appears on the retest, dealing with the use of the hyphen.
Ninth grade. — Table XXVI reveals that 25 items involving punctu
ation were failed by the ninth grade as against 8 items by the tenth
grade, 18 by the eleventh grade and 9 by the twelfth grade. These 25
items covered 329 pupil-errors.

Distributed according to kind, there

were 13 items concerned with the use of the comma which produced 153 pu
pil errors out of a possible 329.

One item in the use of the period pro

duced 16 pupil-errors out of 22 pupils tested.

One item dealing with

the exclamation mark involved errors for 16 out of 22 pupils. Twentysix pupil-errors resulted from the item dealing with the apostrophe, and
28 pupil-errors resulted from the use of the hyphen.
no improvement in the latter item.

The retest revealed

There was only 1 error on the use of

semicolon and 13 out of 22 pupils failed on this item.

The same may be

said for the colon; about 50 per cent failed this item.

There were 2

items relative to the use of the dash and 22 pupil-errors were made here.
Little improvement was made on retest.

On the retest the table indicates

there was a good understanding of all item-errors except in the use of
dash and hyphen.

The highest number of errors made on the original test

was in the use of the comma.

There were no errors made in the use of the

comma in the retest.

Errors Common and Persistent to the Majority of the
Students in Each High School Class
Because there are so many complaints in our colleges concerning
Freshmen weaknesses in English, the data of this study is so organized as
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to reveal what errors are common to the high school, irrespective of
grade, and what ones of these errors persist in spite of remedial instruc
tion. These data then may throw some light on the college problem and
give more direction as to what our high school can do to alleviate this
Freshman college situation.
Sentence structure and diction. —

TABLE XXVII. ERRORS IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND DICTION COMMON TO FIFTY
PER CENT OR MORE OF THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES

test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors in Grades
12th
10th
11th
9th

lU

Use of word not in "good
use" (alri^it)

18

10

12

8

16

Dangling modifier

12

10

lU

10

19

Use of adverb — failure
to recognize the use of
"so" in a negative state
ment

lb

13

12

8

Table XXVII reveals that the majority of each class failed in
Sentence Structure and Diction on the item covering "good usage"; 85 per
cent of the ninth grade, 75 per cent of the tenth.

Class standing seems

to have no effect on the errors made in this category.

The principle

of dangling modifiers also caused trouble for each grade; with 5U per
cent of the ninth grade failing, 50 per cent of the tenth grade, 66 per
cent eleventh grade and 83 per cent of the twelfth grade.

In the use

of adverbs 63 per cent of the ninth grade failed, 65 per cent of the
tenth grade, 57 per cent of eleventh grade and 75 per cent of the twelfth
grade.

The data indicate that instruction in the areas has not been

5U
progressively effective#

TABLE XXVila. ERRORS IN SENTENCE STRUCTURE AND DICTION COMMON TO FIFTY
PER CENT OR MORE OF THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES THAT PERSISTED ON THE
RETEST

10th

11th

12th

Description of errors

9th

Hi

Use of word not in "good
use" (alright)

17

0

0

0

16

Dangling modifier

12

0

12

0

19

Use of adverb — failure to
recognize the use of "so"
in a negative statement

11

0

0

0

test item

On the retest, Table XXVIIa, shows that the ninth and eleventh
grades made little or no improvement in the study of "dangling modifiers"
and the ninth grade scarcely ary on the items common to the k grades.
Errors in grammatical forms common to all grades. -- In this cate
gory, Table XXVIII reveals 9 items that were common to all classes.

Of

these items, 6 or 75 per cent were in verbs, 20 per cent in pronouns
and 5 per cent in adjectives.

In verb errors, the subjunctive mood

caused most difficulty and was followed by "changes in tense of main
clause" and "disagreement of verb and subject," for the ninth grade.
The tenth grade had its greatest difficulty in "agreement of verb with
subject," and its next greatest difficulty in "change of tense in main
clause."

Grade 11 experienced most of its trouble with "changes in tense

of main clause," and its next greatest difficulty was in the "use of
past participle."

The twelfth grade's greatest difficulty was divided
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equally between "disagreement of verb and subject" and "change in tense
of main clause."

In percentage of errors made — 75 per cent — twelfth

grade ranked among the greatest offenders of this principle.

Of the pro

noun difficulties common to the U grades, the twelfth grade ranked first
in committing errors, 75 and 85 per cent in the 2 items as against 85 per
cent and 61 per cent for eleventh grade, the next highest offender. In
the item dealing with the adjectives, the twelfth seemed to be best in
fo imed, having only 50 per cent of its group making errors as against
77 per cent for the ninth grade, 70 per cent for the tenth grade and 71
per cent for the eleventh grade.
Table XXVIIIa indicates that in the retest the principle of verbs
in subjunctive mood was best understood} for the majority of 3 out of
the H classes made no errors. In the matter of pronouns, the same holds
true except on 1 item, but on the other pronoun item only the tenth grade
maintained its good record. Data indicate that even after direct group
instruction the errors tend to persist.

TABLE XXVTII. ERRORS IN GRAMMATICAL FORMS COMMON TO FIFTY PER CENT OR
MORE OF THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES
Number of
test item
lij.

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors in Grades
9th
10th
11th
12th

Use of verb — disagreement
of verb and subject
(Factual)

13

10

11

9

Use of verb — disagreement
of verb and subject
(Factual)

15

16

lU

8

36

Use of verb — subjunctive
mood (Factual)

20

11

ll;

6

I4.O

Use of verb — wrong past
participle (Factual)

12

10

lf>

6

ii2

Use of adjective and
adverb (Factual)

17

lii

l5

6

£9

Case of pronoun — object
of verb in wrcng case
(Functional)

lU

10

18

9

Case of pronoun — object
of verb in wrong case
(Factual)

12

10

13

10

Use of verb — change in
tense of main clause
(Functional)

17

12

11

6

Use of verb — change in
tense of main clause
(Factual)

lU

13

18

9

20

60

69

70

%
TABLE XXVIIIa# ERRORS IN GRAMMATICAL FORMS COMMON TO FIFTY PER CENT OR
MORE CF THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES THAT PERSISTED ON THE RETEST
Number of
test item
111

20

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors in Grades
9th
10th
11th
12th

Use of verb — disagreement
of verb and subject
(Factual)

11

0

0

0

Use of verb — disagreement
of verb and subject
(Factual)

11;

10

15

0

36

Use of verb — subjunctive
mood (Factual)

0

0

11

0

UO

Use of verb — wrong past
participle (Factual)

0

10

0

0

1*2

Use of adjective and ad
verb (Factual)

12

13

13

0

59

Case of pronoun — object
of verb in wrong case
(Functional)

15>

0

0

0

Case of pronoun — object
of verb in wrong case
(Factual)

12

0

11

6

Use of verb — change in
tense of main clause
(Functional)

11

0

13

0

Use of verb - change in
tense of main clause
(Factual)

0

11

lU

8

60

69

70

57
Errors in punctuation common to all grades* — Table XXIX shows
three errors in punctuation that are common to all grades#

TABLE XXIX. ERRORS IN PUNCTUATION COMMON TO FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES IN THE ORIGINAL TEST
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors in Grades
9th
10th
11th
12th

10

Use of comma — comma
blunder

111

13

H

8

25

Use of apostrophe — wrong
possessive form of a
plural noun ending in ws"

11

11

15

10

Use of hyphen

Hi

13

15

6

hk

In the use of comma, 66 per cent of the twelfth grade made errors,
65 per cent of the eleventh grade, 63 per cent of the tenth grade and 52
per cent of the ninth grade. The twelfth grade leads in weakness here
as revealed by the table.
In the apostrophe, again the twelfth grade was the greatest of
fender with 83 per cent of its class making errors. The other grades com
mitting errors on this principle are as follows: eleventh grade, 71 per
cent; tenth grade 50 per cent and ninth grade 50 per cent#
The hyphen caused least difficulty to the twelfth grade but ranked
highest with the other 3 grades# The percentages are: eleventh grade,
71 per cent; tenth grade, 69 per cent; ninth grade, 63 per cent; and
twelfth grade, 50 per cent.
Grade level seems to have no effect on errors that persist.
On the retest for punctuation, there was positive improvement rela-
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tive to the use of the apostrophe — the majority of no class succumbing
to this difficulty.

However, in the use of the comma, weaknesses still

persisted in tenth and eleventh grades.

In the use of the hyphen, no

significant improvement was made by the ninth and tenth grades.

The

twelfth grade showed the greatest improvement under group instruction for
the entire high school on this part of the test. Tables XXVII, XXVIII,
XXIX, and XXVIIa, XXVIIIa, and XXIXa do reveal areas in which to do more
work if these errors are to be eradicated before the pupils leave school.
The lack of grade level influence indicates that some more intensive and
more unique attacks need to be made here on these persistent errors.
Data revealing whether the errors are common and persistent in other
schools will be set forth in Chapter IV.

TABIE XXIXa. ERRORS IN PUNCTUATION COMMON TO FIFTY PER CENT OR MORE OF
THE STUDENTS OF ALL GRADES THAT PERSIST ON THE RETEST
Number of
test item

Description of errors

Frequency of Errors in Grades
9th
10th
11th
12th

10

Use of comma — comma
blunder

0

10

11

0

25

Use of apostrophe — wrong
possessive form of a
plural noun ending in "s"

0

0

0

0

13

13

0

0

hk

Use of hyphen
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CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF ERRORS REVEALED IN THIS STUDY
WITH ERRORS FROM OTHER SOURCES

Since this study has been limited to one test and retest in the
mechanics of written expression, it is felt that a test of the validity
of the result could be made by comparing errors revealed on this test
with the errors revealed from other sources#
is meant:

By the term, other sources,

(1) errors as revealed in oral expression found at Dunbar

Hi$i School; (2) investigations dealing with errors in oral compositions;
(3) investigations dealing with written composition; and (U) investiga
tions dealing with errors revealed through standardized tests.
Investigations of correct usage — mechanics of writing and
speaking — may be divided into 2 classes; namely, investigations in
oral English and investigations in written English.

Under the investiga

tions in written English will be found the technique of discovering pupil
errors through standardized tests.

Investigations which have attempted

surveys of difficulties through such controlled tests have employed, ac
cording to Lyman1, (1) proofreading or correction-of-error tests, (2)
composites of tests using different methods of procedure, (3) choice of
correct or incorrect forms, (Ij.) exercises to secure automatic responses,
(5) dictation tests, and (6) completion tests.

The test used at Dunbar

High School employed the third of the foregoing methods, namely, "choice
of correct or incorrect forms."
This chapter will attempt to answer the following questions that
seem pertinent to this study:

(1) how do the results of the test at Dun-

Lyman, og. cit., p. 115.
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bar compare with the results found in the literature that treats the
same techniques; (2) how do the results of this test compare with re
sults secured from written composition; (3) are the errors made on the
standardized test of this study similar to errors made by pupils in oral
composition; and (h) are there persistent errors in written expression
at other schools; if so, are they similar to those at Dunbar?
How do the results of the test at Dunbar compare with the results
found in the literature that treats the same techniques? — Ashbaugh1,
in his study, estimated the ability of high school pupils to recognize
correct forms when they are paralleled with the incorrect forms, testing
310 high school seniors by means of the Tressler English Minimum Essen
tials Test.

He found the greatest number of errors in grammar to be due

to (1) failure to consider the number of the verb and the subject, (2)
confusion of tense of verbs, and (3) difficulty with inflected pronouns.
Ten groups of sentences in the test required the pupils to discover
whether a group of words is or is not a sentence. . The easiest group of
words was missed by 10 per cent of the pupils while the hardest group
was missed by 62 per. cent.
Comparing the result of Ashbaugh1 s

2

investigation with the result

of the investigation (standardized test) at the Dunbar High School, one
observes that the two studies yield similar results.

On those parts of

the test where the uses of the verb are concerned the students of Dunbar
made their greatest number of errors.

Table XXVIII in this study reveals

that of the 9 items common to all classes, 6 of these items or 75 per cent
Ashbaugh, op. cit., pp. 3U9-358.
2

Ashbaugh, loc. cit., pp. 3U9-358.
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were concerned with verb. Ashbaugh found that this difficulty ranked
first. In the matter of pronouns this study also agrees with him, for
the second highest category of errors in Table XXVIII was errors in pro
nouns.
In another study of the use of the test in diagnosis of English
disabilities Smith makes this comment on an investigation by Willing:
In a thorough-going study of the problem Willing compared
the results of sixteen formal tests with those of eight composi
tions from each pupil Grades VIII and IX of the Lincoln School
of Teachers College. Errors in both types of material were tabulat
ed by means of his error guide, including spelling, capitalization,
punctuation, grammar, sentence structure, and word usage. Sig
nificant findings are: (1) comprehensive tests in proofreading
and in recognition of errors are reasonably good instruments for
predicting the average number of formal errors that pupils will
make in 1200 words of composition; (2) there is little choice be
tween the different types of tests in punctuation, sentence struc
ture, and grammar and word usage show higher validity than do
any of the single tests representing the same categories of errors;
(li) tests seem to be of doubtful value in forecasting the specific ^
kinds of errors individual pupils will make in composition writing.
These statements from Ashbaugh2, Smith-^ and Willing^ do seem to
add some validity to the method of surveying pupil's English disabili
ties carried on at Dunbar High School, Ferris, Texas.
Lumsden^, in her investigation, used the same test andretest
technique in order to study the status of her pupils in a senior high
school in Washington, D. C., and arrived at the same conclusions similar
^Dmith, op. cit., pp. 2!?3-!?U.
2Ashbaugh,

og. cit., pp. 3U9-3$8.

^Smith, op. cit., pp. 233-5U.
^Willing, op. cit., p. 33.
^Lumsden, op. cit., pp. 9-lU.
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to those of this study,

Prindle's1 investigation at the college level

used techniques and secured results similar to those found in the Dunbar
High School study,

Kravig's

investigation also revealed similar result

to those found in this study.

These studies aid in the justifications of

the results of the Dunbar test.
How do the results of this test compare with results secured from
written composition? — In an analysis of 150 written compositions of the
pupils of Dunbar High School the following classes of errors were tabulated:
1, Mistakes in capitalization
2,

Mistakes in the use of pronouns

3,

Punctuation

ll, Mistakes in the use of the verb
E>. Dangling modifiers
6,

Mistakes in spelling

7,

Mistakes in sentence structure

8,

Omission of words

9, Wrong word because of similarity in sound
10,

Use of double negatives — poor sentence structure.

Classification of Errors Common to All Classes
According to the Result on the
Barrett-Ryan-Schramrnel Test
I, Sentence Structure and Diction
A.

Use of word not in "good use"

B. Dangling modifier
C.

Use of adverbs

"^Prindle, op. cit., ppi 681-87#
^Kravig, og. cit., p. 26,
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II.

Grammatical Forms
A. Mistakes in use of verbs
1. Disagreement of verb and subject
2. Subjunctive mood
3. Wrong past participle
li.

Change in tense in the main clause

B. Mistakes in the use of adjectives and adverbs
C. Mistakes in use of pronouns
III.

Punctuation
A. Mistakes in the use of the comma
B. Mistakes in the use of the apostrophe
C.

Mistakes in the use of the hyphen

A comparison of the errors revealed by the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel
Test in the outline presented above with the errors secured from the analy
sis of 150 written compositions of the 75 Dunbar High School pupils re
veals a close similarity in nature of weakness of these pupils; however,
the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel did not cover 2 vital weaknesses that the
analysis of the compositions did; namely, errors in capitalization and
errors in spelling.

This standardized test is an effective instrument as

far as the range of material covered.
To further attempt a comparison of the results of this study with
the results found by other investigators, a classification of errors con
densed from I4. investigations and reported by Iyman^" is given.

•4yman, op. cit., pp. 87-89.

Classi-

6U
1
2
fication of Errors from investigations conducted by Johnson , Iyman ,

Stormzand^ and Armstrong^ as condensed by Lyman:
I. Mistakes in the case of pronouns
1. Subject or object of verb in wrong case. She saw ngr
brother and I.
2. "Predicate nominative in wrong case. I do not know
whom he is.
3. ObjecIT"oT~preposition in wrong case * They called to
my friend and I.
U. Use of objective for possessive with gerund. It was
all the result of that cat crossing ny path.
II. Other misuses of pronouns:
5« Disagreement of pronoun and antecedent. A person can
find what they look for.
6. "You" used indefinitely. When you start to high school,
you feel important.
7. Miscellaneous misuses of the pronoun. A lady which, etc.
III. Mistakes in the use of verbs:
8. Disagreement of verb and subject. On the bank was some
water lilies.
9. Change of tense in main clause.
10. Wrong past tense or past participle. We had drank.
11. Wrong verbs used. I will lay down.
12. Mistakes in mood. He acted as though he was the king's
son.
IV. Mistakes in the use of adjectives and adverbs:
13. Use of adjective for adverb. He spoke respectful.
lU. Use of "most" for "almost." I _go most every time.
10. "Only" misplaced in the sentence. I only ha'd one lesson
to study.
16. The use of the double negative. There wasn't hardly room
for me.
17. Miscellaneous misuses of adjectives and adverbs. It was
a very healthy food.
V. Mistakes in the use of prepositions and conjunctions:
^•Johnson, Roy Ivan. "The Persistency of Errors in English Compo
sition." pp. 555-80.
p
Iyman, R. L. "Fluency, Accuracy, and General Excellence in Eng
lish Composition." pp. 85-100.
"^Stormzand, Martin J. "How Much English Grammar?."

p. 22U.

^Armstrong, Wallace B. "A Study in the Relative Frequency and
Persistency of Technical Errors in Written Composition." p. 97.
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18.

Use of wrong or superfluous preposition# He got off of
the car.
19. Use oFVrong conjunction. The reason was because ... etc.
20. Misuse of "like." It looks like he wasn't coming.

VI.

Ungrammatical sentence structure:
21. Incomplete sentence.
22. Failure to make new sentence for new thought.
23. Miscellaneous mistakes in sentence structure.

VII. Failure to express clear meaning:
21*. Ambiguity due to indefinite pronominal reference.
He had to eat olives with the Smith girls although he
didn't like them.
25. Awkward, "wor5y7" or complicated phrasing.
26. Other cases of failure to express clear meaning. Her
mother cooked a dozen eggs and twice as much bacon.
VIII. Mistakes in punctuation:
27. No period.
28. Members of series not separated.
29. Independent clauses of compound sentences not separated.
30. No punctuation after introductory expression. Well how
are you?
31. Name-of city and state written without punctuation.
Kansas City Missouri.
32. Miscellaneous mistakes in punctuation.
IX. Mistakes in the use of the apostrophe:
33. Failure to distinguish between "it's" (it is) and
"its" (possessive). The bird will not do it's best
singing if its a cloudy day.
3U. Wrong form of possessive nouns. There was a sale of
ladie's dresses.
35. "O'clock" written without an apostrophe.
36. Miscellaneous misuses of the apostrophe. I dont know»
X. Mistakes in capitalization:
37. Failure to use capital letter.
38. Improper use of capital letter.
XI.

Careless omission or repetition:
39. Omission of word or phrase.
1;0. Omission of letter or syllable.
111. Repetition of syllables, words, or phrases.

XII. Mistakes in spelling:
U2. Compound words incorrectly written.
Ii3. Misspelling of "to," "two," and "too."
iiU. Misspelling of "their" and "there."
U5. Other misspelled words.
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XIII. Misuse of quotation marks.
XIV. Miscellaneous errors.1
Smith makes this observation — "In the mechanics of English —
teachers facing the problem of diagnosing pupils' difficulties in English
should familiarize themselves with the results of such investigations as
summarized by Lyman."

In general, they reveal as a primary problem weak

nesses in the use of the verb; that is, in such elements as failure of the
verb to agree with its subject, confusion of past and present tenses,
interchanging of past tense and past participle, and use of a wrong tense
form of the verb. ... what is of greatest moment is the fact that such
studies reveal a few items as responsible for a large proportion of the
total number of errors• Charters suggested that elimination of errors
in fourteen common verbs would do away with sixty per cent of all errors
made in his study. ... O'Rourke , for instance, listing types of errors
in order of difficulty for grades VII through XH in his recent nation
wide study of English, shows problems involving sentence structure to
be first in difficulty in every grade; items involving careless omission
or repetition, second; and failure to express clear meaning, third. ...
Pressey\ analyzing pupil errors in sentence structure in 980 papers
written by pupils in Grades VII to XII, gives the following evidence con
cerning proportion of errors on various elements;
1Iyraan,

op. cit., pp. 71-106.

^Smith, op. cit., pp. 238-39.
^O'Rourke, op. cit., p. 38.
^Pressey, S. L. "A Statistical Study of Children's Errors in Sen
tence Structure." pp. 529-3E>»
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Elements of Difficulty

Per Cent c

Stringy sentences

33

Fragnents used as sentences

11

Pronoun with no antecedent

11

Pronoun not near antecedent

7

Change in tense

7

Miscellaneous

7

Lack of parallel construction

5

Redundancy and repetition

5

Quitted word or phrase

5

Generally incoherent

5

The studies and persons quoted above reveal an extensive similari
ty to the results of this study. In this study, as has been mentioned
before, one of the primary weaknesses was verbs.

Other vital weaknesses

were in sentence structure, where the use of dangling modifiers and
parallelism was involved. It is also clear that many of the errors made
were different aspects of the same general principle.

By correcting the

lack of knowledge of the principle, a large percentage of pupil-errors
would be eliminated.
Are the errors made on the standardized test of this study similar
to errors made by pupils in oral composition? — Comparing the errors
made in oral expression with the result of the errors mde on the standard
ized test which has been mentioned previously in the chapter, there ap
pear several noticeable differences. In Oral English these errors appear
which do not appear in written expression; namely, interrupting oneself,
using a double subject, speaking in a fragmentary sentence, using a sen-
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tence with no verb, changing pronouns and using a double negative. These
errors are sometimes found in written expression but not enough in the
test result to justify using the standardized test as a predictive instru
ment of oral expression. Buswell and Lemon sustain this idea as revealed
in the following quotation:
It is an obvious fact that there are marked differences in
the characteristics of oral expression and written expression anong
adolescent children. Teachers are likely to be more sensitive to
errors in written expression simply because the written exercises
constitute an objective body of material which can be studied and
analyzed in detail. ... The teaching of oral English presents cer
tain inherent difficulties that are not found in the teaching of
written English.^
In the light of the foregoing idea some other attack on the prob
lem of oral expression should be used instead of the standardized test
technique. However, a few of the errors made in oral expression are re
vealed by the use of the standardized test method, therefore making it
slightly predictive.
Are there persistent errors at other schools? If so, are these
errors similar to those at Dunbar? — The persistent errors as revealed
by Tables XXVIIa, XXVIIIa, and XXIXa are as follows:
1. Use of word not in "good use" (alright)
2. Dangling modifier
3. Use of adverb
U. Use of verb
5. Use of adjectives

6. Use of pronouns
^Buswell, G. T., and Lemon, B. K. "Oral and Written Expression
in Grade IX." pp. 5UU-U9.
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7. Use of comma
8.

Use of apostrophe

9.

Use of hyphen

The persistent errors quoted by Lyman-'- from Abbott's2 study are
as follows:
Class of Errors
Mistakes in case
Misuse of pronouns (not case)
Misuse of verbs
Adjectives and adverbs
Prepositions and conjunctions
Ungrammatical sentence structure
Lack of clearness
Mistakes in punctuation
Misuse of the apostrophe
Mistakes in capitalization
Omission and repetition
Misspelling
Quotation marks
Mis cellaneous
A comparison of these 2 classifications show that there is a simi
larity revealed by the findings of the test at Dunbar with findings of
other investigations. That this persistence is not peculiar to the Dun
bar High School situation is borne out by the following findings of Potter
3
and Touton :
1. Little progress in the elimination of language errors is made
throughout the secondary school.
n, op. cit., p. 103.
p
Abbott, Allan. Composition Standards,

p. 66.

-Totter, Walter H., and Touton, Frank C. "Achievement in the Elim
ination of Errors in the Mechanics of Written Expression Throughout the
Junior-Senior High School." p. 2U*
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2. Few language errors are largely eliminated by the secondary
school.
3. The greatest progress in the elimination of language errors
is attained in Grade IX A.
U. The greatest number of acceptable corrections is shown in the
grammar group of errors.
5. The smallest number of acceptable corrections is shown by
Senior A pupils graduate with a language equipment equal or
inferior to the average of X B pupils. Approximately 25 per
cent of the XII A pupils fail to attain the average score of
X A pupils, which indicates that 25 per cent of the Senior
A's are two years retarded.
That this persistence of errors is common not only at Dunbar High
School but elementary school, high school, and college can be summed up
in the humorous expression of Skeeles"1":
How errors in English do persist I As early as the third
grade we begin to teach the agreement of subject and verb; in each
succeeding grade the instruction is continued; in high school and
college the instructors labor to eradicate the error. Do they suc
ceed? When superintendents of schools and college professors are
at educational gatherings, do they make this error?
The quotation given above indicates that errors do, indeed, persist.
They persist not only through the grades and through high school and
through college, but that they also persist with superintendents and col
lege professors*
These then are the answers to the questions proposed at the begin
ning of this chapter:

(1) the results of the Dunbar testing program are

similar to those found in the literature, although not as extensive; (2)
in the parts covered by this test, the results are quite similar; (3) the
errors made on the test were similar to errors made in oral composition
but the test possesses some inherent weaknesses for such types of diag
nosis; (ii) all investigations reveal that many errors are difficult to
'Skeeles, A. G.

"Persistence of Errors."

pp. 582-8U.
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eradicate and many are found to persist even beyond college.

Dunbar study

revealed that certain errors persisted throughout the high school after
much effort had been made to eradicate them.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
The data for this study as covered in chapters II, III, and IV
cover the following areas:

(1) quantitative study of the total scores

resulting from the testing program; (2) a qualitative study of the result
of the testing program; (3) a comparison of errors revealed in this study
with errors from other sources. The summary of the findings of this
study will be presented according to the areas just mentioned.
Summary of the quantitative results of the study. — The test and
retest program at the Dunbar High School reveals that all grades with one
exception had a median score below the national norm in the mechanics of
written expression.

It is further revealed that the eleventh grade was

the one making the lowest scores on both test and retest. The tenth
grade on the other hand made a median score above the national norm.

The

ninth grade was considerably below the norm of the nation; therefore, it
needed immediate diagnosis and treatment. Although the tenth grade was
above the norm on the first test there was quite a spread of scores in
this grade. This spread suggests individual diagnosis and remedial treat
ment.
A comparison of the I. Q. ranks of the pupils used in this study
with the ranks they made on the first test in the mechanics of English
shows very little correlation; therefore, it appears that intelligence
alone does not control success in the mechanics of English.
such as motivation and habits seem to play a great part.

Other factors

However, on
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the retest, pupils with highest intelligence made the greatest improvement.
This may suggest a separation of groups by intelligence when remediation
is applied.
The study indicates further that pupils do not excel in written
expression according to grade levelsj for example, some tenth grade stu
dents made higher scores than some twelfth grade pupils. Yet, looking
at the class as a group one will observe that the sum total of the suc
cesses of each grade shows a progressive increase from ninth grade through
twelfth.
Sex differences seem to have little influence on scores made in
this study. Therefore there is no reason to segregate by sex in attack
ing a remedial problem in English.
Again a distribution of scores for the school as a whole appears
of little value in improving English instruction in a specific school
situation. Such total scares and their distribution may be of value,
however, in comparing schools with schools. Grade-distribution of scores
on a test reveals more as to the status of each class and each individual
than the total scores of school distribution. The least spread of scores
was in the ninth and the twelfth grades, and the greatest spread was in
the eleventh grade and tenth grade. This spread of scores (or lack of
spread of scores) suggests whether the instruction should be by individu
al or by group method. Studying the achievement of 50 per cent or more
of the class, one can also secure information for group instruction.
However, an individual analysis of each pupil's test result is necessary
for any complete answer to the problem of improving written English,
since the individual's problems are frequently lost in viewing the prob-
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lems of the group.
A qualitative study of the results of the testing program. — In
order to improve the quality of written expression in any school situa
tion a knowledge of what a group does or what a grade does is not enough.
There must also be a knowledge of what each individual needs as revealed
by an analysis of the types of errors each pupil makes.
In sentence structure and diction. — All grades show definite
weaknesses in the use of parallelism, in the use of modifiers and in the
use of verbs and adverbs. These weaknesses imply that more adequate
class instruction in these areas is necessary.

It also implies that the

complexity of language-usage increases from the ninth grade to the twelfth
grade, since the principles are taught in each grade.

There should,

therefore, be a commensurate increase in the richness of the remedial in
struction from grade to grade. The large number of errors made by the
ninth grade (twice as many as any other grade) seems to indicate a need
for an intensive diagnostic program in English in order to counteract the
difficiilties that arise in high school as a result of skills not gained
in the elementary grades.
Grammatical forms. — Errors made in grammatical forms by 50 per
cent or more of the persons taking the test reveal that the students did
better on the functional than they did on the factual part.
fewer failures in each grade on the functional items.

There are

This may imply

that the functional approach is better than the factual in securing im
provement in English.

In the factual area the greatest number of errors

was made in the use of the verb.

More than one-half of the errors in

each of the grades could be accounted for here. Errors in the use of

the pronoun ranked second in these grades, and the use of the adjectives
and adverbs gave least difficulty.

The valid conclusion seems to be

that a very thorough instruction in the use of the verb would eliminate
more than one-half of the errors made in the pupil's written expression.
An analysis of the errors in punctuation. — The analysis shows
that the uses of the comma, the hyphen, the dash and the apostrophe were
the cause of most errors in these grades.

The ninth grade showed least

knowledge of the principles of punctuation and was followed closely by
the eleventh grade.

The tenth and twelfth grades made one-half as many

errors as the eleventh grade and one-third as many errors as the ninth
grade.

The knowledge of punctuation therefore does not seem to increase

as one moves from ninth grade through twelfth.

These weaknesses in

punctuation become specific grade and individual instruction problems.
Greater emphasis in the proper use of the comma, the apostrophe and the
hyphen needs to be applied at all grade levels.
Comparison of errors revealed in this study. — A study of the
errors made by pupils on this testing program would be more helpful if
it were known that these errors were comparable to errors secured through
other techniques.

It is also possible to satisfy the validity of the

study by comparing its findings with the findings of other similar in
vestigations (those using standardized tests).

However, for greater

satisfaction the results of this study have been compared with errors
revealed in oral expression, and written expression at Dunbar High School,
and with investigations of errors in written compositions in other
schools.
In studies using the same techniques, the errors revealed by oth—

er investigations were similar to those found at Dunbar High School. The

this statement.
Comparing the results of the Dunbar High School stucfcr with errors
in written composition, one finds an extensive similarity between the er
rors revealed on the standardized test found in the Dunbar High School
testing program. This similarity is sustained in findings of investiga
tions by Lyman^, Stormzand^, Johnson®, Smith^ and O'Rourke.1®
The standardized test technique, however, does not seem to be an
adequate method for predicting weaknesses in oral expression. This is
sustained by Buswell and Lemon"*"'" in their investigations. Nevertheless
there are some values to be gained by the use of standardized tests in
discovering the weaknesses in oral composition.
^Ashbaugh, op. cit., pp. 3U9-58.
p
Willing, op. cit., p. 33»
3
Lumsden, op. cit., pp. 9-lU.
^Kravig, op. cit., p. 26.
^Prindle, op. cit., pp. 681-87.
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A comparison of errors that were difficult to eradicate at Dunbar
High School with findings of other investigators showed that some weak
nesses in written expression persist not only from grade to grade in high
school but also persist throughout college and into life.

It seems proper

to conclude that instruction in written and oral expression is not suf
ficiently effective to remove certain weaknesses.
The Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test is too limited to give a
complete picture of the weaknesses of students in written expression.
Perhaps any one single test would be limited and should be supplanted by
a battery of tests if a thorough analysis of all weaknesses of pupils is
to be achieved.

Re commendations
In the light of the findings of this study the following recommenda
tions are made concerning the program in English at Dunbar High School:
1. That the school carry forward and improve the plan of diag
nostic and remedial work begun in 191*7-191*8, of which this study was a
part.
2. That the complete revelation of this study be made a part of
discussion of the first faculty meeting in order to motivate the faculty
to participate in the on going program for the improvement of English.
3. That as soon as possible in the first semester remedial
classes be established for students showing the greatest need for help.
1*. That all English teachers be thoroughly acquainted with the
results of this study and that they use it as a basis for projecting
their plans for the 191*8-191*9 school year.
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5. That the school make an effort to bring the results of its
English work to the level, at least, of the national nora. Although a
norm is a mediocre goal, yet it is one step toward a program of higher
standards.
6. That in the light of the findings of this study each ninth
grade pupil be subjected to a thorough diagnostic program in English and
to remedial instruction suitable to his needs as revealed upon his enter
ing school.
7. That another survey by this method but using a battery of
English tests be instituted at the beginning of school, September, 19U8.
8. That the data from this battery of tests be used to revise
the remedial programs and to modify group instruction then in progress
during the session of 19U8-19H9#
9. That special attention be given to the methodology of instruc
tion for the slow learner.
10. That retests by the standardized test technique be given early
in the second semester for the purpose of checking the progress of classes
and further individual weaknesses.
11. That progress charts and records in the remedial groups be
frequently made available to pupils concerned and to the principal.
12. That English teachers be required to build a chart of errors
taken from written and oral composition in order that they may eventual
ly build diagnostic tests suitable to the needs of their pupils at the
Dunbar High School.
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